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about me

Riley Ruth 

Hello! I am an actor, creator, teaching artist, dancer and
storyteller. I am a lover of yoga, podcasts, fashion, and
laughter.

I am committed to elevating and giving voice
to stories that often go untold. These are "taboo" topics,
stories that are often "romanticized, or the "ugly" side of
human experiences, but if these things are happening,
we SHOULD talk about them. Art is about the human
experience and we need to tell ALL of the stories. This
will often make people uncomfortable, but that is not
always a bad thing. If I can make one person feel seen, or
less alone by telling a story, then I have done my job.

As an artist, I am especially passionate about telling
stories by and for women, queer and BIPOC individuals,
and being a part of projects that embrace raw and
unfiltered human experience. 

(they, she)

riley.gibson2022@gmail.com
www.rileyrgibson.com



hello!
who is Riley?

I am a 22 year old content creator, artist, and brand ambassador who brings a relatable,

personal and honest touch to your brand. I am passionate about creating engaging and

inspiring content that resonates with my followers. I believe in creating an authentic

connection with my audience, so I always bring an enthusiastic, genuine energy to my work.

I strive to create authentic and meaningful content that resonates with my audience. My

goal is to create a personalized, genuine connection to your brand that will last. 



My Values

passionate about creating engaging

and inspiring content that resonates

with my followers.

creating an authentic connection

with my audience

enthusiastic, genuine energy to my

work 

I strive to create authentic and

meaningful content 

relatable, personal and honest touch

to your brand 

create a personalized, genuine

connection to your brand that will last

take the time to understand your

brand, audience and goals

use brand knowledge to create

engaging, informative and relatable

content

My Services



social media

1,481 followers

53.3% women / 46.6% men

63.3% age 18-24

28.3% age 25-32

11k monthly views

:

154 followers

1,767 likes



UGC photography
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why me?
I am a multifaceted person, and do not allow myself to fit in one box. Because of this, I can

reach a wide range of audiences while still creating personal, genuine content. I strive  to

create an authentic connection with my audience, so I always bring an enthusiastic, honest

energy to my work. 

 I will take the time to understand your brand, audience and goals and how that fits into my

life. I'll use the brand knowledge to create engaging, informative and relatable content.

My goal is to create a personalized, genuine connection to your brand that will last



Thank
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www.rileyrgibson.com


